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ABSTRACT: Changes in large-scale polymer diffusivity along interfaces,
arising from transient surface contacts at the nanometer scale, are not
well understood. Using proton pulsed-gradient NMR, we here study the
equilibrium micrometer-scale self-diffusion of poly(butadiene) chains
along ∼100 μm long, 20 and 60 nm wide channels in alumina, which is a
system without confinement-related changes in segmental relaxation
time. Unlike previous reports on nonequilibrium start-up diffusion
normal to an interface or into particulate nanocomposites, we find a
reduction of the diffusivity that appears to depend only upon the pore
diameter but not on the molecular weight in a range between 2 and 24
kg/mol. We rationalize this by a simple volume-average model for the
monomeric friction coefficient, which suggests a 10-fold surface-
enhanced friction on the scale of a single molecular layer. Further
support is provided by applying our model to the analysis of published data on large-scale diffusion in thin films.

A molecular understanding of the factors governing the
large-scale mobility of synthetic or biological macro-

molecules close to interfaces is relevant for nanoscale polymer
applications that involve, e.g., spreading of films, lubrication, or
flow along narrow pores. In cells, macromolecular diffusion is
impeded by the surfaces of lipid membrane structures. While
recent discussions of the various interface and confinement
effects on the glass transition temperature (Tg) in synthetic
polymers appear to have reached some level of consensus,1−3

the key factors affecting the large-scale diffusive motion far
above Tg are as yet not clear. Most of the relevant studies have
addressed nonequilibrium situations, such as polymer diffusion
out of thin films normal to the interface,4,5 into nano-
composites,6−8 as well as infiltration into9 or diffusion within
nanochannels,10 respectively. They report either a slow-down11

and negative4−8 or a speed-up10 and positive9 dependency on
the molecular weight (MW). Changes in segmental fluctuations
and relaxations have been investigated by various techni-
ques12−18 but could not yet be linked to changes in diffusivity.
It is anticipated that it should be important whether the average
number of (transient) surface contacts is either maintained or
subject to change during the experiment, the latter being the
result of a nonequilibrium initial condition.
Here, we address the large-scale diffusive motion of

entangled poly(butadiene) (PB) chains under equilibrium
conditions within 20 and 60 nm wide and ∼100 μm deep
channels in self-ordered anodic aluminum oxide (AAO).19,20

AAO membranes have in recent years been established as an

ideal model system to study confinement effects in two
dimensions9,10,12−15,21 rather than one, as represented by thin
films. We use proton pulsed-gradient stimulated-echo
(PGSTE) NMR,22,23 which is an established technique to
study the large-scale translational dynamics of entangled
polymers24,25 on the micrometer scale.
AAO samples were infiltrated with low-polydispersity PB of

variable weight-average MW (Mw) from 2000 to 24 000 g/mol
(Rg = 1.7−6 nm). Details on the properties of the higher-MW
PB samples can be taken from ref 26, and the infiltration
process and spectroscopic characteristics of the AAO samples
are described in refs 12, 15, and 18 where similar samples were
investigated by other NMR methods12,15 and dielectric
spectroscopy,18 focusing on confinement effects on the
segmental mobility. The main conclusions from these studies
were (i) that the segmental (α) relaxation time probed at high
frequencies at the given high temperatures above Tg does not
change significantly upon confinement,2,12,15 (ii) that the Rouse
modes show an apparent slow down,15 and (iii) that the time-
averaged anisotropy of segmental orientation fluctuations is
significantly increased in a surface layer of height hs ≈3 nm.12

The latter effect is likely a consequence of the presence of a
hard-wall constraint and the resulting orientation of tube
segments close to the wall, as recently studied by computer
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simulations.27 Figure 1 shows a typical sample and a sketch
illustrating the principle of diffusion measurements along the
pores in AAO membranes. Further details on the PGSTE NMR
experiments, including raw data and a discussion of the origin
of our rather conservative error intervals of the order of 20%,
are deferred to the Supporting Information.
Figure 2 shows all diffusion coefficients measured in the bulk

(D0) or along the pores (D) for two different temperatures as a
function of Mw in double-logarithmic representation. For the
higher temperature of 343 K, we have added a few additional
D0 values for bulk melts of variable MW from a different study.
It is seen that the pore confinement leads to reduced D values,
with a moderate reduction by a factor that does not appear to
vary with MW. All bulk values are consistent with previous
reports.24,25,28 The D0 ∼ M−2.5 power law observed for the
entangled regime has a somewhat higher exponent than the
consensus value of −2.3,28 which is straightforwardly explained
by the fact that we did not apply an “iso-frictional” correction
accounting for the lower Tg of low-MW samples.28 This is not
necessary for the present purpose, as we focus in the following
on relative diffusion coeffcients D/D0.
Figure 3a demonstrates that the D/D0 values, plotted vs the

confinement parameter rpore/Rg, are independent of temper-
ature and do not vary significantly as a function of rpore/Rg.
They appear to depend mainly on rpore. As average values, we
obtain D/D0 = 0.81 ± 0.05 and 0.48 ± 0.08 for 60 and 20 nm
diameter pores, respectively. Although the order of magnitude
of the values is in line with previous observations on thin films5

or nanocomposites6−8 (see also below), our data for the 20 nm
confinement are at clear variance with these studies in that we
observe no significant variation with Mw (thus Rg).
For a tentative explanation, we suggest a simple volume-

average model. The starting point is that in the absence of
hydrodynamic interactions, which is a good approximation for
polymer melts,30 the diffusivity of a chain depends on the
reciprocal sum of all N segmental friction coefficients ζ

ζ
=D

kT
N (1)

This equation holds for both the entangled and unentangled
regimes.30 For the former, it describes the curvilinear diffusion
coefficient, but the 1/N ζ dependence of course translates into
the D of the center-of-mass. Since we measure D in a bulk
phase at long length and time scales, it is safe to assume that
any segment visits on average all locations within a pore with

equal probability. We now assume a modified, increased friction
ζs within a finite interphase region4,5 and thus write ζ as a
volume average

ζ
ζ ζ

=
+V V
V

s s core 0

tot (2)

Here, ζs and ζ0 are the friction coefficients in a surface layer and
in the bulk polymer, respectively. Following the inset of Figure
3b, it is clear that the volume arguments for cylindrical
geometry translate into a simple weighting by area, based upon
the dimensions rpore and hs.

Figure 1. Typical sample preparation with a small stack of aluminum
oxide membranes between two Teflon spacers in an orientation with
the pores along the direction of the pulsed gradient gz and the NMR
magnetic field B0. The individual membranes are on average 100 μm
thick, and the sample tube has an outer diamter of 5 mm.

Figure 2. Diffusion coefficients of PB as a function of MW for two
different temperatures (red symbols: 343 K, blue symbols: 303 K) in
bulk and in 20 and 60 nm diameter pores. The lines indicate the
different power-law regimes28 below and above the entanglement
threshold (Me,PB ≈ 2000 g/mol).

Figure 3. (a) Reduced diffusion coefficients D/D0 as a function of the
confinement variable rpore/Rg, where Rg = (bK

2Mw/(6MK))
1/2 with

Kuhn-chain parameters bK = 1 nm and MK = 112.5 g/mol.29 The
dashed lines represent the arithmetic averages for the two pore
diameters, and the solid line is a linear fit to the 20 nm data. (b)
Expected surface layer height as a function of relative surface
segmental friction coefficient ζs/ζ0 according to the volume-average
model. The thin dashed/dotted lines represent solutions to eq 3 for
D/D0 values that are compatible with the average values from part (a)
within the given error margins, leading to nearly identical curves.
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Using Vtot ∝ rpore
2 , Vcore ∝ (rpore − hs)

2, and Vs ∝ rpore
2 − (rpore

− hs)
2 in combination with eqs 1 and 2, we can derive a relation

for the surface layer height

ζ ζ
= − −
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−
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0
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(3)

as a function of the experimentally determined D/D0 and the
ratio of the friction coefficients ζs/ζ0 > 1. It turns out that,
unfortunately, hs cannot be determined independently of ζs/ζ0,
so Figure 3b shows results for hs as a function of the latter for
the two experimentally determined D/D0 values and the
corresponding rpore values of 30 and 10 nm (for channel
diameters of 60 and 20 nm, respectively). In order to highlight
the influence of the experimental error, we plot two almost
matching curves for D/D0 values that are well within the two
respective error intervals. Obviously, the data for the two
different confinement diameters cannot be used to decide upon
a specific hs and ζs/ζ0 value pair, where the former may range
between the pore radius and values on the molecular scale.
The exact length scale associated with ζ has to our

knowledge not been addressed in the literature. In particular,
it is not clear in how far interfaces modify the bulk behavior
(ζ0) and up to which distances from the interface a modifed ζs
can arise. Our previous work12 indicated a surface layer of
height hs ≈ 3 nm in which the orientational dynamics, averaged
over a 100 μs time scale, is modified. Along with this, the
segmental (monomer) packing and thus also ζs may differ from
ζ0. On the other extreme, assuming that the friction effect is
short-ranged and related only to direct surface contacts4,5

appears to be more reasonable. A relation to the segmental
absorption energy31,32 is likely,5 but of course local structural
aspects such as surface roughness or local density variations10

may also play a role. In ref 4 the authors studied a
nonequilibrium start-up diffusivity out of a tagged 5 nm thin
film rather than a whole-film average. Using scaling arguments
counting the initial direct surface contacts of segments in a coil,
they could explain the clear MW dependence that is absent in
our case. However, their interfacial first-contact argument did
not require the specification of a surface distance length scale
related to the increased ζs.
The assumption of a short-ranged direct-contact effect is in

line with the observation of insignificant changes of the
segmental relaxation in the same system as ours12,15 but could
in fact explain some broadening of the segmental relaxation
time distribution observed by dielectric spectroscopy for the
similar case of poly(isoprene) confined to AAO.18 Even for the
more strongly interacting system of poly(ethylene oxide) in
AAO,31 neutron spin echo spectroscopy13,14 has revealed only
rather weak effects on the dynamic structure factor in the initial
time range. Consider, e.g., a tentative layer height up to 0.5 nm
in 20 nm pores. The fraction of slowed-down segments in
direct contact to the surface is then less than 10%, which cannot
be resolved within the accuracy limits of many techniques
(noting that short-ranged Rouse modes should also hardly be
affected by transient pinning of a comparably low overall
number of segments).
In order to specify the surface distance within which the

friction is higher, we tentatively suggest using the molecular
diameter of the backbone dc in its lowest-energy conformation,
as typically found in the crystal structure,33 as a proxy. For PB,
we use an average among the two closest next-neighbor
distances and the somewhat different crystal structures of cis-PB

and trans-PB33 that amounts to dc ≈ 0.47 nm. With this, our
data are compatible with a ζs/ζ0 value of the order of 10. This
value is lower than the results of around 100 and 6000 for
poly(styrene) (PS) in initial contact with poly(2-vinylpyridine)
and oxide-covered silicon, respectively, from the thin-film work
of ref 4. As mentioned above, the measurements represent in
this case a more localized quantity.
In a well-recognized work that is better comparable to ours,11

Russell and co-workers measured the lateral micrometer-scale
diffusion of dye-labeled PS by fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching in thin films on silica down to 50 nm thickness,
observing D/D0 values as low as ∼0.3. While only one MW was
studied and no quantitative analysis was presented, we can
straightforwardly derive a relation analogous to eq 3 for films of
thickness h. Solving for D we obtain

ζ ζ
=

− +
D h

D
h h

( )
( / )( / 1) 1

0

s s 0 (4)

and use it to fit their data. Figure 4a demonstrates that a good
representation of the data is indeed obtained. Again, the fit is
ambiguous in that it does not differ appreciably for rather
different hs and ζs/ζ0 value pairs. Using again for hs the
averaged chain diameter dc,PS ≈ 0.7 nm from the next-neighbor
distances in the crystal structure of isotactic PS,33 we obtain a
friction enhancement of around 150, indicating stronger
polymer−surface interactions in this particular case. This is in
line with the generally higher segmental adsorption energies of
different polymers on silica as compared to alumina31 and of PS
as compared to PB on silica.32 For a comparison of the two
systems that is independent of the (at present to a degree
arbitrary) choice of dc, we note that a friction enhancement of
230 is found for PS on silica when using dc,PB from above.
To discuss our findings in a wider context, we compare our

data with recent results of Winey and Composto et al.,6−8,34

who studied diffusion on a 100 nm scale in PS and poly(methyl
methacrylate) composites containing well-dispersed ∼30−50

Figure 4. Analysis of literature data for poly(styrene): (a) Diffusion
coefficients for Mw ≈ 30 kg/mol (Rg ≈ 5 nm) measured at 413 K in
thin films on silica, taken from ref 11. The dashed line is a fit to eq 4
using hs = dc,PS = 0.7 nm, yielding D0 = (1.6 ± 0.3) × 10−16 m2/s and
ζs/ζ0 = 155 ± 90. (b) Reduced diffusion coefficients for Mw ≈ 400 kg/
mol (Rg ≈ 16 nm) in AAO pores taken from ref 10 comparing
experimental results (circles) with those renormalized by averaged
simulation results that capture the entanglement reduction effect
(squares). The error bars mainly represent the spread of the latter. The
dashed line is a fit to eq 3 solved for D/D0, yielding ζs/ζ0 = 7 ± 2.
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nm silica particles at similar average distances, relying on an
isotope-profiling technique applied to hydrogenated/deuterated
bilayer samples. Their surprising findings suggested a reduction
in diffusivity following a universal function of a relative
confinement variable rpore/Rg. This was explained by a theory34

relying on a coil-level hydrodynamic argument and a statistical
mapping of the disordered nanoparticle-related confinement
onto a polydisperse assembly of straight nanocylinders. The
latter is a situation that should be comparable to ours. An
empirical approximation to the exact theory result is given by

≈ −D D R r/ exp{ 2 / }0 g pore (5)

where Rg is the polymer radius of gyration and rpore the radius
of a cylinder describing the confinement length scale.38

Equation 5, as also plotted in Figure 3a, describes the
experimental data of a variety of samples (nanoparticles with
different size, concentration, and surface interactions, different
polymers) surprisingly well.6−8,34 Since we here study actual
diffusion in nanocylinders, we can conclude that the
experimental results described by eq 5 are not universal and
that the suggested theory cannot be applied to dense polymer
melts (as opposed to solutions). In fact, the use of a coil-level
hydrodynamic argument contradicts the textbook fact that
hydrodynamic interactions in polymer melts are screened down
to the segmental level.30

We finally address the possible influence of topological
effects. A simplistic linear fit to the 20 nm data (solid line in
Figure 3a) even suggests a slight increase with decreasing rpore/
Rg. Such a trend would be expected if the confinement led to
the often discussed disentanglement effects,9,10,13,27,35−37 which
arise from an increased “self concentration” within coils close to
neutral obstacles.27,35 Direct microscopic-level assessments of
potential disentanglement effects on translational motion13,14

or changes in the whole-chain conformation21 measured in
equilibrium have so far only provided weak or even absent
effects. In fact, a previous computer simulation and theory
study27 predicts significant effects only for rpore/Rg values of
order 1 or lower, which are unattainable with the present
approach (see the Supporting Information).
Recently, Winey and co-workers applied their isotope-

profiling technique to highly confined PS in AAO pores.10

Only one MW was studied, but the data taken for different rpore
clearly showed an increase in diffusivity with decreasing rpore.
The effect was in fact found to be significantly weaker than
expected from a complementary coarse-grained simulation
study revealing the entanglement reduction, in which a
“neutral” pore was modeled by a cylindrical arrangement of
fixed (immobile) polymer-like segments. Renormalizing their
experimental data by the interpolated theory expectation in
order to remove the entanglement-related enhancement effect
and isolate the multiplicative friction effect, an rpore-dependent
diffusivity reduction becomes apparent (see Figure 4b). We can
again use our rearranged eq 3 with hs = dc,PS = 0.7 nm to
confirm that the data are well represented by our model. The
obtained, comparably low friction enhancement of around 7
must be considered an apparent value that parametrizes the
surplus effect of the actual AAO−PS interaction as compared to
the simulation model, which shows indications of an intrinsic
interface-related slow down despite the purely repulsive
interaction (see Figure 3b of ref 10).
In summary, we have demonstrated that the long-range

diffusivity of PB confined to nanochannels of 60 and 20 nm
diameter is reduced by a factor of about 1.3 and 2, respectively,

at two different temperatures (303 and 343 K) irrespective of
MW between 2 and 24 kg/mol. This reduction can be
explained by variation of the segmental friction coefficient,
which is increased within a thin layer close to the walls, which
are in our case only weakly adsorbing. A volume-average
argument can be used to describe the overall diffusivity and
assess the layer height hs within which the friction is modified.
Assuming the friction to be dominated by short-range
interactions limited to direct molecular contacts on the scale
of the molecular size, our data suggest that the interface
between PB and alumina is characterized by an increase in
molecular friction by a factor of around 10. The suggested
model should be applicable to describe the effect of interfaces
on large-scale diffusion in a wide variety of nanostructured
systems of synthetic and biological origin and thus help to
better understand various transport phenonema in polymer and
biological physics.
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